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The lies presented to this day revolving the Identity of Maria Divine Mercy is an exact puzzle-piece lurking on Wiki today 
that leads into the conspired Identity of the Woman, born of a Man, talked about in the Bible pertaining to Biblical 
Cosmology. due to the lies specifically that mandates to the days of old involving Reincarnation that also pertains to 
Ancient Egyptian Theology. For the Identity of MDM to become believable, you need to have a belief for Reincarnation 
and the understanding that it is possible due to the confiding that the 7th Angel is in fact a Protogenator, the Final 
Messenger, a Member of Adamʼs Sinful Family. You are told that she is a wife and mother from Europe. The Vatican's 
have sashed a belief that MDM Mary McGovern Carberry, an assumed Woman residing “IN - EUROPE” that does not 
pertain to the messages telling that she was birthed in a bloodline FROM Europe as the Messages told specifically. The 
Identity of MDM knows who she is, and she is waking up to it, by far, and when you are told by your Church such as the 
Mormon Church, or Catholic Church, about Reincarnation, understand that the website www.timereckonera.weebly.com/
inscriptions tells specifically to who the identity of MDM is, and due to the understanding of an Atheist that heralds to 
further outgoing belief but to disbelief and tell you that, “this never happened - because itʼs not on the News,” counts to 
False Witness. The belief that Reincarnation is pointed to you as Anti-Christian is a Lie. It is actually a belief handed down 
by Ancient Egytian/Christian Bloodlines that points to symbolism towards the spirited Phoenix thatʼs presented in the 
Bible. http://www.egypt-tehuti.org/articles/holy-families.html
To this day, Churches speak of blame against the Dragon (Satan) with no allegations to speak to why he is the Devil, but 
was actually the ruled [666] King of Atlantis http://www.angelfire.com/x-cain/atlantis.html, but do not prefer to speak about 
the Phoenix thatʼs mentioned in the Bible. http://www.eifiles.cn/dp-en.htm The Phoenix is a Creation of God foretold in the 
Theogony of Hesoid that revolves around an Ancient Egypitan Goddess known as Nephthys. Nephthys is described as a 
blamed evil personified twin handed down in History by the character of Satan foretold to who, to this day, is the Mother of 
the entire Greek Family Tree mandating before the beginning of Creation and was believed to be an Egyptian 
Shapeshifter being capable of passing herself as anyone she wants. Today, she is described as the Deity Nyx who 
describes herself as the Harbinger of Time presented in video games such as Persona 3 with speakable knowledge of 
Card figurative language involving the means of the Arcana pertaining to the Fall of Adam & Eve. The many MDM 
Messages told to you Online on www.thewarningsecondcoming.com were not written by a Woman. The messages were 
tapped from a Person Reincarnated Person pertaining to Conscious Dualism that allows Jesus to construct Messages 
from his Chosen, and send out to the Website that was recently taken down. Lies have spewed claiming that Carberry is 
MDM, but claims to be an Agnostic, involving the assumption that she is a Wolf in Sheepʼs Clothing, telling you that you 
can believe all you want but it may not be True. This is not a Messenger. Death follows this Angel, according to the Bible. 
Polls Indicate that 32% of Atheists & Agnostics believe in an Afterlife. http://www.theskepticsguide.org/one-third-of-
atheists-agnostics-believe-in-an-afterlife The Veil is interpreted as the Veil of Isis. Itʼs interpreted to describe Conscious 
Dualism when pertaining to flip continuity. The amount of continuity presented in the One-World Church today is to keep 
you estranged from God, and to push the Believer into following deceit and following into New Age Beliefs that propose 
significance to disbelieve at common cost. The Veil can also be used as spiritual tactic to coin-out disbelief pertaining to 
symbolism towards that of the Hourglass, and can spot-out Luciferians behind Closed Doors. To this day, many Churches 
that deny “a”, or “the” Holy Trinity are involving the assumption of being Christian and will deny further allegations towards 
anything pertaining to Greek when it is actually stated that the New Testament was translated from Greek, while denying 
Night Passages. To this day, the Apostle Mary Magdalene has been covered up. Modern-Churches now have this belief 
that you shouldnʼt have to worry about anything but to follow the Ten Commandments, only, and have a faith in-span 
towards Jesus, while disconcerting the ideal behind Jesusʼ Crucification as a set example to what happened when they 
imposed that he wasnʼt the Son of God, but found out he was: An Earthquake. This is an example of travesty that your 
Churches are bringing upon you. Your Churches today will never tell you about any instigations bringing forth to why a 
Judgement occurrence upon Christʼs return is ever going to take place upon his Authority and will simply say, “The Truth 
Will Set You Free,” with no further explanation and will deny Philosophy. Not everyone wants to save your Soul. The Bible 
is full of Spirituality & Philosophical Portrayal. You are told to be ready as the return of the Lord “comes to us - soon!”

“The Apostasy is presuming that the Apostasy is Apostasy 
which isnʼt, then spreading a lie of deceit that can be 
coined to render the lie identifiable.” -Julian Glidden

MDMʼs Identity: Is A Reincarnation of the Apostle Mary Magdalene Birthed Into A European Bloodline.

Mary Magdalene is Nyx (Nox) / Ratri / Shiva / Ardhanarishvara / Apocryphon
The Phoenix. The Angel of Time. A Mother.

Original Rapture Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jV8SRA5F0ps

Night Passages

Who is Nox? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=906Vt_UhjYs

Messages For Athiests & Agnostics https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5v1i0ycn25k
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